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DebutAuthor Spins Romantic, Action-PackedAdventure in the NorthCascades
Gayla K. Hiss Releases Avalanche (Peril in the Park, #1)

WHITE SALMON, Wash., JAN. 2, 2017 — Author Gayla K. Hiss debuts with a
“bang!” in Avalanche, book one in the four-book romantic suspense series, PERIL IN
THE PARK.

When Park Ranger Jenny Snowfeather runs into Deputy Marshal Chase Matthews at
her brother’s Fourth of July barbecue, she suspects there is more going on in Eagle
Valley, WA than fireworks. After Chase confides that he believes the fugitive who
killed his partner may be hiding out in the area, Jenny is skeptical at first. But when
her peaceful town is besieged with a sudden crime spree, she realizes Chase’s theory
may be true. Jenny risks everything to help Chase. Will the enemy get away with
murder?Will Jenny and Chase reach safety, and more importantly, return to the God
who controls it all? One step in the wrong direction could mean the difference
between life and death.

Set in the beautiful Cascade Mountains, Avalanche will connect with the hearts of
nature enthusiasts. Jenny Snowfeather sets an excellent example for the care and love of all life, including the
importance of wildlife preservation. Animal lovers will find their hearts understood as Hiss paints the great
outdoors and much of its inhabitants with vivacity and character.

Study groups will also find valuable content in Hiss’ study of forgiveness and being forgiven. Avalanche speaks
strongly to the connection between grace and justice without invalidating the power and necessity of both. While
animal enthusiasts will fall in love with Jenny, readers dealing with their own struggles of moving past trauma and
pain will find a friend in Chase Matthews.

Avalanche is book one in PERIL INTHE PARK. Look for book two, DangerousGround, Fall 2017.

Gayla K. Hiss’ writing journey began with her hobby of painting landscapes. In her vivid imagination, characters
and scenes came to life as she painted scenes with beautiful natural settings. Her inspiring novels combine her love
for the great outdoors with romance, suspense, and adventure.

She has been a finalist in the Daphne du Maurier contest and the Pacific Northwest Writers Association literary
contest, and is a member of several writing organizations. She has also had the privilege of working for the Navy,
NASA, and two Fortune 100 companies as a software engineer, and has a bachelor’s and a master’s degree in
engineering.

Visit Gayla: gaylakhiss.com
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Mountain Brook Ink is a small press based out ofWhite Salmon,Washington owned bymulti-published and
ECPA best-selling author, Miralee Ferrell. To find out more about Mountain Brook Ink’s publications go to:
www.mountainbrookink.com
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